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When visualizing graphs, it is essential to communicate the meaning of each graph object via text or graphical labels.
Automatic placement of labels in a graph is an NP-Hard problem, for which eﬃcient heuristic solutions have been recently
developed. In this paper, we describe a general framework for modeling, drawing, editing, and automatic placement of
labels respecting user constraints. In addition, we present the interface and the basic engine of the Graph Editor Toolkit
– a family of portable graph visualization libraries designed for integration into graphical user interface application pro-
grams. This toolkit produces a high quality automated placement of labels in a graph using our framework. A brief survey
of automatic label placement algorithms is also presented. Finally we describe extensions to certain existing automatic
label placement algorithms, allowing their integration into this visualization tool.
 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Graphs model many types of relational information encountered in numerous areas. Examples vary from
UML diagrams to PERT charts, from network maps to business process design diagrams, to biological path-
ways. Graph drawing, or layout, is the positioning of nodes (objects) and the routing of edges (relations) in a
graph in order to produce an aesthetically pleasing, comprehensible drawing of the underlying data [4,20].
Visualizing such graphs has become essential in software engineering, telecommunications, enterprise software
and electronic commerce, knowledge management, bioinformatics, and ﬁnancial analysis.0020-0255/$ - see front matter  2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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2460 U. Dogrusoz et al. / Information Sciences 177 (2007) 2459–2472In many diagramming applications, it is essential that a drawing be labeled. Labels assist in conveying
information or clarifying the meaning of complex structures, and can be classiﬁed into three: edge labels, node
labels, and graph labels. Figs. 1–4 show examples of diagrams with labels. The problem of positioning labels
corresponding to graphical objects of drawings is called automatic label placement or simply graph labeling.
Just as graph layout is a time-consuming and monotonous task, so is the automatic placement of labels.
The graph labeling problem falls into the class of NP-Hard problems [16,22]. Recent advances oﬀer eﬃcient
solutions to the problem [3,11,17]; for a comprehensive bibliography on labeling, see [25].
Many graph layout and editing systems have been developed in the past. Please refer to [5,7] for an over-
view of such systems. One essential aspect has not been addressed much; this is the ability to support the auto-
matic placement of labels in a drawing. Only recently some tools have integrated such capabilities [13,14,26].
The Graph Editor Toolkit (GET) [13,7] is a family of graph editing and layout libraries that facilitate easy
integration with graphical user interface programs for the development of applications that require diagram-
ming visual interfaces. Graph layout comes in diﬀerent styles, each having particular features and beneﬁts sui-
ted to diﬀerent industries and applications. The Graph Editor Toolkit oﬀers four diﬀerent layout libraries:
Circular, Hierarchical, Orthogonal, and Symmetric. Each library in the Graph Editor Toolkit is equipped with
fast algorithms for automatic placement of labels which are based on [16,15,18].
In this paper, we present a framework for modeling, drawing, and automatic placement of labels as imple-
mented in the Graph Editor Toolkit. Furthermore, some of the challenges of incorporating a labeling interface
into a graph layout system, and how to resolve these within the architecture of GET are discussed.Atlanta
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Fig. 1. A US map with airline routes where labels are used to convey fare and distance information.
Fig. 2. A UML state diagram that makes use of labels for states and transitions as well as the title of the diagram.
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Fig. 3. A portion of a diagram for visualizing course dependencies in a department curriculum, making use of graph labels.
Fig. 4. Part of a pathway diagram for visualizing molecule interactions in a cell, making use of node and graph labels.
U. Dogrusoz et al. / Information Sciences 177 (2007) 2459–2472 2461In the next section we discuss the objectives of labeling graph objects. Then we describe an appropriate
framework for integrating labels into graphs; thus labels can be easily modeled, drawn, and edited within a
graph visualization tool. In the following section we review available algorithms for automatic label placement
as well as our extensions for integration into this graph visualization tool. Finally we detail out the labeling
framework as implemented within the Graph Editor Toolkit and conclude with some remarks.
2. Labeling objectives
Labeling of edges, nodes, and graphs themselves aims to communicate the attributes of these graph objects
in the most convenient way. This requires that labels be positioned in the most appropriate places.
Good label placement aids in conveying information and enhances the aesthetics of the drawing. It is dif-
ﬁcult to quantify all the characteristics of good label placement since human visual perception, intuition, tra-
dition and/or experience are all involved. However, one can follow some basic rules:
• Elimination of ambiguity: A label which is associated with exactly one graph object, must not overlap any
other object in the drawing.
Fig. 5. A UML class diagram with labels representing roles and multiplicity of the class associations.
2462 U. Dogrusoz et al. / Information Sciences 177 (2007) 2459–2472• Clarity: The relationship between labels and the associated graph object (edge, node or graph) should be
easily identiﬁed without cluttering the drawing. Labels should be positioned close to, but not overlapping
the associated graph object if possible. Graph labels should be positioned to label the entire drawing rather
than being associated with a node or edge.
• Flexibility: However placement constraints on the labels should be allowed. For instance, some applications
require that an edge label be associated with one of the endpoints, or the middle, of an edge (Fig. 5).
It is important to emphasize here that the user must be able to customize the rules of label placement qual-
ity to meet speciﬁc needs. For example, the user must be able to specify that the preferred position for an edge
label is closer to the source or target node of the associated edge. Similarly, the user might prefer a node label
to be drawn immediately below the node when possible.
Building a framework that supports automatic labeling presents two main challenges:
• Devising eﬃcient algorithms that produce high quality label placement compared with manual placement.
• Building a labeling interface that is ﬂexible enough to accommodate speciﬁc requests for good placement
for a variety of applications.
Our framework and algorithms aim to meet these goals.
3. Framework for drawing labels
Let us ﬁrst give some deﬁnitions. The bounding rectangle or bounds of a node is the tightest rectangle that
contains the node’s UI (i.e., graphical representation), not taking the bounds of any labels into account. The
bounds of a label is deﬁned similarly. The bounding rectangle or bounds of a graph is the tightest rectangle that
contains the bounds of all its nodes, edges, and their associated labels (but excluding the bounds of labels asso-
ciated with the graph itself).
Each label is represented by a rectangle in our framework. A label’s position is determined by a triple: an
attachment point, a reference point, and an oﬀset value from the attachment point to the reference point. The
attachment point is where the label ‘‘attaches’’ to the associated graph object. The reference point is a point on
the label, linking the label to this attachment point on the owner object with a speciﬁed oﬀset.
The attachment point of a node or graph label is given with respect to the node and graph bounds, respec-
tively. The attachment point of an edge label, on the other hand, is given as a percentage distance from the
edge source based on the total edge length. The reference point of a label is given with respect to the bounds
of the label. The actual location of a label is calculated based on its current values for these three parameters
(Fig. 6).
Fig. 6. Determining a label’s position involves calculating the values of three parameters: attachment point ðb; e; hÞ, reference point
ðc; f ; iÞ, and oﬀset ðbc!; ef!; hi!Þ. The labels belong to three diﬀerent graph objects with center or source points ða; d; gÞ.
Fig. 7. Label style can be set such that the label is placed to the left or right of its owner edge.
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The Graph Editor Toolkit’s tailoring options for labeling are quite ﬂexible and allow the users to customize
the system to their speciﬁc needs. It is important to emphasize that a user must be able to customize the rules
of label quality to meet speciﬁc needs and/or expectations. Depending on the particular application, usually a
diﬀerent set of rules govern the preferred label positions. A user can specify the preferred position to place a
label with respect to the associated graph object by specifying a distinct style, association, and orientation as
deﬁned below:
• Style: The style of a label speciﬁes whether the label should be placed above or below (e.g., for horizontal or
nearly horizontal edges), or to the left or right (e.g., for vertical or nearly vertical edges) of the associated
graph object. Fig. 7 shows examples.
• Association: The association of a label speciﬁes whether the label should be placed towards the top, center,
or bottom of its owner graph object. For instance, this option can attach an edge label to the source, center,
or target of the edge, respectively. See Fig. 8 for an example.
• Orientation: The style and association of a label might have diﬀerent meanings depending upon the orien-
tation chosen. One can use either a global orientation of the drawing (based on the y-coordinates of the
endpoints of the edge), or an edge orientation (based on the direction of each edge).4. Interactive operations
The GET labeling engine supports a number of interactive operations which are useful, especially when a
user wants to manually interact with a drawing.
Fig. 8. An illustration detailing how label association aﬀects its placement.
2464 U. Dogrusoz et al. / Information Sciences 177 (2007) 2459–2472The user may change the attributes and the tailoring options of labels interactively.
The relative position of labels with respect to their associated objects remains constant after interactive
operations. This is achieved by keeping the attachment, reference and oﬀset parameters constant over inter-
active operations that change the geometry of owner graph objects. For instance, moving or re-sizing a node
do not change the values of parameters of the labels that belong to the node. Similarly, the values of the
parameters of an edge label remain constant as the edge is rerouted. Fig. 9 illustrates this with an example.A
Node Label A
B
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Fig. 9. Notice how the relative positions of node, edge, and graph labels with respect to their owners are preserved as the geometry of
associated nodes and/or routing of associated edges change (i.e., node B is enlarged and moved and its incident edge A–B is rerouted).
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Fig. 10. The user might decide to change the position of a label with respect to the geometry of the owner graph object (e.g., move the edge
label towards the target node and the node label towards the lower-left of the node).
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Fig. 11. A label is tailored to be to the left of the edge, following the direction of edge (from source to target node). The label switches sides
as the target node is moved to be above the source. Notice how the label is still to the left of the edge when following the edge direction.
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Fig. 12. Label-edge overlap is resolved when the edge moves away from a neighboring node to make room for the label.
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recomputed. For instance, suppose the user drags an edge label by mouse. First, the point on the owner edge
that is closest to the label’s new position is calculated and becomes the new attachment point. The new value
of the oﬀset is set to be the vectoral diﬀerence between the attachment and reference points. Fig. 10 illustrates
this with an example.
In addition, special care has been given to edge labels with respect to interactive operations on the owner
edges. When we reroute edges, their corresponding labels follow the owner edges, during which they should
retain their tailoring options as well. Thus, in many cases we have to adjust the label position, after its owner
edge has been moved, in order to respect the tailoring options (Fig. 11). In some cases during this interactive
operation we improve the position of edge labels whenever possible. For instance, suppose a label intersects its
corresponding edge. When the edge moves away from the label, the label adjusts so that it barely touches the
edge (Fig. 12).
5. Automatic label placement
The automatic placement of text or symbol labels corresponding to graphical objects is critical not only in
Graph Drawing but also in several other areas including Cartography [3] and Geographical Information Sys-
tems [11]. In map production, labeling is typically partitioned into three tasks: labeling points (e.g., cities),
labeling lines (e.g., roads or rivers), and labeling areas (e.g., lakes or oceans). A similar terminology is used
2466 U. Dogrusoz et al. / Information Sciences 177 (2007) 2459–2472in labeling of graphs. The problem of assigning labels to a set of points or nodes, called Node Label Placement
(NLP), has been studied widely [3]. However the problem of assigning labels to a set of lines or edges, known
as Edge Label Placement (ELP) has not been as well studied until recently [16,15,24,27]. Both the NLP
[9,19,22] and ELP [16] problems are known to be NP-Hard. For the general labeling problem (i.e., the labeling
of nodes, edges, and graphs), most labeling algorithms are based on local and exhaustive search algorithms
[6,8,10]. An algorithm that transforms labeling to a matching problem is presented [17].
For graphs, automatic label placement can be done either as the graph layout is done or as a post-layout
operation (i.e., performed on a ﬁxed geometry of nodes and edges). The former approach is obviously less
restricted and has the potential to yield better results, but because every type of graph or layout style might
require a diﬀerent method of integrating labeling into layout, it is not widely studied [1,2,21]. The latter
approach, however, has received much attention over the past decade.
The implementation of the GET labeling engine is based on the algorithms presented in [15,18,17]. We have
made a number of improvements, extensions and adjustments to these algorithms to integrate them into the
professional visualization tool. Please see Fig. 13 for a sample drawing with labels in GET.
5.1. Basic labeling algorithms
The placement of labels in GET is a post-layout operation (i.e., performed on a ﬁxed geometry of nodes
and edges).
Our labeling technique follows three basic steps: A set of discrete potential label solutions for each object is
carefully selected; this set of labels is reduced by removing heavily overlapping labels; ﬁnally, an assignment of
labels to available label solutions is performed by solving a variant of the matching problem.
Basic Labeling Algorithm
INPUT: A drawing C and a set F of objects to be labeled.
OUTPUT: A label assignment free of overlaps.
1. Select label positions for each object in F.
2. Remove heavily overlapping labels and group overlapping labels together.Fig. 13. A sample graph drawing with labels in GET.
U. Dogrusoz et al. / Information Sciences 177 (2007) 2459–2472 24673. Make the ﬁnal label assignment by solving a matching problem, where at most one label position
from each group is part of the solution.
When drawings are very dense or there is a large number of oversized labels, the above algorithm produces
a label assignment which might be unsatisfactory (i.e., some objects might not have labels assigned to them); in
such cases, a post-processing step is necessary (see Section 5.3).
5.1.1. Selecting labels
We use a number of heuristics to ﬁnd a set of discrete potential label solutions for each object.
For graph labels, we deﬁne a number of label positions outside the graph bounds (i.e., inside margins).
These label positions do not intersect each other and touch the bounding rectangle of the graph.
For node labels, we ﬁrst deﬁne the solution space (inside or outside the node bounds) according to user
preference. The solution space is the area where labels can be placed. Then we use techniques that ﬁnd can-
didate labels within a polygon as described in [24].
For edge labels, we deﬁne a number of label positions taking into account the topology of the drawings.
Most labels are parallel to the horizontal axis, and have approximately equal height; thus we have developed
a technique for selecting label positions for graphs with non-horizontal edges. The goal of this technique is to
assign to each object a label position that is free of overlaps and touches only its associated object. The main
idea of our technique is the following:
We produce groups of label positions such that each label position in a group overlaps every other label
position in the same group. Thus we produce mutually disjoint sets of label positions. We skip the next step
of the Basic Labeling Algorithm, which is to reduce the set of potential label positions, since the set of poten-
tial label positions is already reduced.
We create the initial set of label positions in the following way. We divide the input drawing into consec-
utive horizontal strips of equal height. The height of each strip is equal to the (maximum) height of the labels.
Next, we ﬁnd a set of label positions Ke for each edge e. Each label position must be inside a horizontal strip.
We slide labels until a label touches its edge, say e. We include that label position into set Ke, if it does not
overlap any other graph object, or only overlaps label positions of some edge other than e. We do not allow
label positions that overlap nodes or edges of the layout nor can label positions intersect with the associated
edges. Label positions lie entirely inside horizontal strips. Thus, label positions can only overlap other labels in
the same horizontal strip. Hence, the following always hold:
• A label position for an edge e does not overlap any other label position for e.
• If two label positions overlap, they are inside the same horizontal strip.
• Each label position overlaps at most one other label position [15].
If two label positions overlap then they belong to the same group. If a label position is free of overlaps then
it belongs to a single member group.
The size of the initial set of label positions must be kept reasonably small since it aﬀects the performance of
any labeling algorithm.
The above method of deﬁning a set of potential label positions is very practical and eﬀective because it par-
titions the solution space and identiﬁes the areas of the drawing where conﬂicts of label assignment may occur.
In addition, it signiﬁcantly reduces the search space for potential conﬂicts (overlaps).
5.1.2. Reducing labels
In order to reduce the set of label positions, we ﬁrst create an intersection graph, where each label position
is a node; whenever two label positions intersect, there is an edge connecting their corresponding nodes. Then
we remove heavily overlapping labels and group the remaining label positions. Our goal is to group the label
positions in such a way that overlapping labels belong to the same group. In the third step, we produce a label
assignment free of overlaps by selecting at most one label from each group as part of the solution.
The optimal solution would have the maximum number of minimum size complete subgraphs (groups) of
the intersection graph, with the additional constraint that each object would have a large number of label
2468 U. Dogrusoz et al. / Information Sciences 177 (2007) 2459–2472positions as part of some groups. A successful label assignment is most likely when each object has a large
number of potential label positions associated with it. In reality we want to ﬁnd an independent set of com-
plete subgraphs of label positions. Here we can use heuristics based on techniques that solve the independent
set problem.
In principal we remove heavily overlapping labels, while maintaining a large number of potential labels for
each object f by keeping track of the number of labels associated with f. In the end we want to reduce the
intersection graph into a set of disconnected subgraphs.
At the outset, we can make this process more eﬃcient by applying a preprocessing step that eliminates
unnecessary label positions or assigns labels in obvious cases. Next we remove an appropriate number of
potential labels until each of the remaining labels belongs to some group.
In the preprocessing step we heuristically remove label positions that add to the complexity of the problem
without potentially improving the solution. For example, if a label position l of an object f is free of overlaps,
then we can safely remove all label positions for f with lower ranking than l. We have developed a simple but
successful (according to our experiments) technique for removing overlapping labels: if a subgraph C must be
split, then we remove from C the node with the highest degree, unless that node corresponds to a label position
of some object with very few label positions. In that case we remove the next highest degree node from C. We
repeat this process until C either splits into at least two disjoint subgraphs, or is complete.
5.1.3. Matching labels to objects
In the next step, objects are matched to label positions by allowing at most one label position from each
group to be part of a label assignment. Once we have the groups of overlapping labels we construct a bipartite
matching graph. Each group of overlapping labels and each object to be labeled is a node in the matching
graph. For each label position l of graph object f that is a part of a group g, there is an edge connecting
the node (of the matching graph) associated with g to the node (of the matching graph) associated with f.
A maximum cardinality matching of the matching graph assigns labels to a maximum number of objects.
Because the label assignment is free of overlaps, the cost of each label position will depend only on the ranking
of that label. The ranking of each label position depends on user preferences. This implies that the cost of each
label position can be computed by a preprocessing step. The cost of assigning a label to an object is the weight
of the edge that connects the group (to which the label belongs) and the node that corresponds to the object.
Therefore, a maximum cardinality, minimum weight matching for the matching graph produces a label assign-
ment of minimum cost (among all assignments) such that at most one label position is taken from each group.
Hence the following theorem:
Theorem 1. Let K be the set of label positions for all objects of a drawing, and let K be partitioned into groups
such that any two label positions of K overlap if and only if they belong to the same group. Then a maximum
cardinality, minimum weight matching of the corresponding matching graph produces an optimal solution, for the
set of label positions K, with no overlaps.
The size of the matching graph depends not only on the size of the input drawing, but also on the number of
label positions and number of overlaps between label positions. Unfortunately the number of label positions
can be large for the size of the original graph. This implies that a typical matching algorithm might take a long
time. The best algorithms for ﬁnding a maximum cardinality minimum weight matching of a graph take more
than quadratic time for the size of the graph [12,23].
For the technique we have described above for non-horizontal edges, we have constructed a heuristic that
ﬁnds a maximum cardinality matching with low total weight in linear time with respect to the size of the graph,
by taking advantage of the structure and properties of the matching graph.
This fast heuristic takes advantage of the simple structure of the matching graph as follows. By construc-
tion, each node corresponding to a group has degree at most 2. The following algorithm ﬁnds a maximum
cardinality matching for the matching graph GmðV o; V g;EÞ, where each node in Vo corresponds to an object
to be labeled and each node in Vg corresponds to a group of overlapping labels.
Algorithm Fast Matching
INPUT: Matching graph GmðV o; V g;EÞ.
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1. If the minimum weight incident edge of a node in Vo connects this node to a node in Vg of degree 1 then:
1.1. Assign this edge as a matched edge.
1.2. Update Gm.
2. If a node in Vo has degree 1 then:
2.1. Assign its incident edge as a matched edge.
2.2. Update graph Gm
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 until no new edge can be matched.
4. Delete all nodes of degree 0 from Gm.
5. For each node o in Vo do
5.1. Remove all but the two incident edges of o with the least weight.
6. The remaining graph consists of simple cycles and/or paths.
6.1. For each cycle or path ﬁnd at most two maximum cardinality matchings.
6.2. Choose the matching of minimum weight.Theorem 2 [15]. The matching produced by Algorithm Fast Matching is a maximum cardinality matching.Theorem 3 [15]. Let K be the set of label positions for all graphical features. If every label position in K overlaps
at most one other label position in K, and each graph object has at least two label positions, then Algorithm Fast
Matching produces a label assignment in linear time, where at least half of the graph objects are assigned their
best label position, and the rest of the graph objects their second best label position.5.2. Multiple labels
The algorithms have been extended to support placement of more than one label per graph object. Multiple
labels per graph object are needed not only when graph objects are very long (e.g., long edges) and repetition is
necessary, but also when more than one attribute per graph object must be displayed (Fig. 1).
An iterative approach has been applied to solve the problem of assigning multiple labels to each graph
object of a drawing. At each iteration, one label is assigned to each graph object of the drawing. Each succes-
sive round respects the previously placed labels and reduces the solution space accordingly. This method con-
sists of a main loop, and we execute the loop as many times as the number of labels per object. In particular, at
the ith execution of the loop, we assign the ith label to each object. An algorithmic scheme of this technique
can be realized in the following way:
Algorithm for Multiple Labels
INPUT:AgraphC, a set of graph objectsF inC to be labeled, a numberN of labels for each graph object f inF.
OUTPUT: A label assignment.
1. Find an initial set of label positions L.
2. For i ¼ 1 to N do:
2.1. Assign the ith label to each graph object in F from the set L of potential labels using the above
algorithms.
2.2. Remove potential label positions from L that overlap already assigned labels.5.3. Further improvements
The technique for non-horizontal edges produces a set of potential label positions; it splits the drawing into
horizontal strips and then assigns labels to those edges that intersect the strips. It is clear that the longer and
the more vertical the edge, the more potential label positions are associated with it, and the greater the
2470 U. Dogrusoz et al. / Information Sciences 177 (2007) 2459–2472possibility that the labeling algorithm will assign a label to it. Hierarchical drawings are particularly suitable
for this algorithm since edges are usually long and almost vertical (in fact, our technique was originally devised
for automatic label placement in hierarchical drawings). If a hierarchical drawing is drawn from left to right,
we rotate the drawing 90 and apply our labeling technique.
After extensive experimentation [15], we noticed that this technique also performs well for straight-line
drawings, such as those produced by force-directed and circular techniques. However one weakness of our
labeling technique is that it ignores horizontal edges or edge segments, and is therefore not suitable for orthog-
onal drawings. However, one can use the general technique by dividing an orthogonal drawing into horizontal
and vertical strips in order to ﬁnd a set of label positions, followed by the assignment of labels to edges. Fig. 14
shows the results with an example.
At last post-processing step is performed if necessary. Labels are assigned to objects by locally shifting
already assigned labels followed by a limited number of backtracking operations.
The algorithm tries to place labels to respect the tailoring options (preferred position) as discussed earlier. If
unsuccessful it tries to ﬁnd a place that is as close to the preferred position as possible (acceptable position). In
the ﬁnal label assignment produced by the algorithm, no label will overlap other labels or nodes or edges other
than its associated object.
In the case of the technique for non-horizontal edges, we consider shifting labels not inside horizontal
strips, but rather vertically and/or horizontally in such a way that they intersect a line deﬁning the border
of some horizontal strip. It is important to remember that edges that are almost horizontal have a few label
positions associated with them during the execution of the algorithm; the post-processing step must pay extra
attention to such edges.
In addition, there are a number of global tailoring options that can be used to ﬁne-tune the algorithm.
When drawings are very dense or there is a large number of oversized labels, the default label assignment pro-
duced by the labeling system might not be satisfactory. In such cases, the user can ﬁne-tune the algorithm
either by requiring the labeling algorithm to spend more time in the post-processing step as discussed later,
or by relaxing the labeling quality constraints to allow overlaps. For the former case, a label positioning quality
parameter ranging from 1 to 10 sets the intensity of the algorithm, which is mostly related to the post-process-
ing step. A higher integer value results in more accurate positioning of labels under normal circumstances but
it takes longer to execute. For the latter case, the allowed overlap percentage parameter determines if the labels
are allowed to overlap with one another and with other graph objects. When set to 10%, for example, each
label’s dimensions are treated as if they were 10% smaller; this increases the overall success of the algorithm
at a cost of up to 10% overlap. Fig. 15 illustrates this tailoring option with an example.Fig. 14. Edge labels in an orthogonal drawing with many horizontal edge segments.
Fig. 15. A circular drawing where labels are allowed to overlap (by as much as a speciﬁed percentage) other graph objects.
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We have presented a framework for modeling, drawing, editing, and automatic placement of labels in a
graph. The framework has been integrated into a graph visualization tool, namely the Graph Editor Toolkit;
existing automatic label placement algorithms have been extended and improved. The interface to these algo-
rithms comes with per label and per graph tailoring options that not only provide input to the label placement
algorithms about speciﬁc constraints on the position of labels but also to adjust several parameters that let the
user ﬁne-tune these algorithms.
One essential future research goal on labeling is the design of eﬃcient interactive and incremental labeling
algorithms for dynamically changing graphs.References
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